Introduction A protein sequence is different from others in two major ways. One is the composition and the other is the order of amino acid residues. Both properties are conserved in evolution for structural and functional reasons. We asked how important the sequence order was with a given composition? As the protein-folding problem is not yet solved, we can only indirectly measure the significance
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A protein sequence is different from others in two major ways. One is the composition and the other is the order of amino acid residues. Both properties are conserved in evolution for structural and functional reasons. We asked how important the sequence order was with a given composition? As the protein-folding problem is not yet solved, we can only indirectly measure the significance of the sequence order for proteins in general. In this work, we used a secondary structure propensity matrix derived prediction algorithm to estimate, indirectly, the significance of sequence order. Also, a survey on small peptides, which have reverse sequence counterparts in the Protein DataBank (Bernstein et al., 1977) , was carried out to compare the prediction algorithm results.
Protein secondary structure prediction methods are important for ab initio 3D protein structure prediction and many fold recognition algorithms such as PROFIT (Sippl, 1990; Floeckner et al., 1995) , MAPping (Russell et al., 1996) , Threader (Miller et al., 1996) , HMM (hidden Markov model Di Francesco et al., 1997) and TOPITS (Rost, 1995 (Rost, , 1997 . There have been various approaches to increase prediction accuracy (Chou and Fasman, 1974; Garnier et al., 1978; Deleage and Roux, 1987; Guermeur et al., 1999; DSC; King and Sternberg, 1996; SOPMA; Geourjon and Deleage, 1995) . Earlier algorithms often did not involve large data sets with proper cross validation (Kabsch and Sander, 1983b) . At present, commonly used algorithms have been achieving over 72% accuracy using artificial neural networks (NN) trained on selected protein structures (PHD; Rost and Sander, 1993 ). There have been many different NN based methods (NNPREDICT; Kneller et al., 1990; Salamov and Solovyev, 1995; Chandonia and Karplus, 1999) , which can achieve as high as 74% accuracy. Also, there were efforts to incorporate additional information such as solvent accessibility (for example, calculated by PHDacc in PHD, Le Novere et al., 1999) , subdivision of helical segments to buried helices and exposed helices to NN, an incorporation of phylogenic information (PASSML; Li et al., 1998) with HMM, functional residue analyses with a hierarchy from multiple alignments (Livingstone and Barton, 1996) , and edge effects, moments of conservation, hydrophobicity and auto-correlation by DSC. Cuff et al., with a systematic evaluation of the secondary structure algorithm, showed that the prediction accuracy could be increased when multiple methods are combined (a kind of 'jury prediction', JPRED; Cuff et al., 1998) . However, the highest performance reported so far (over 76.5%) came from PSIPRED (Jones, 1999a,b) by utilising the recently developed multiple sequence search and alignment algorithm PSI-BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) with a larger structural template library. This showed that adding more biological sequence (via better multiple alignments resulting in better profiles) and structural information (via larger template library) could push the limit higher. It also suggested that present prediction algorithms themselves are fairly optimal as Jones' NN algorithm was not known to be very optimal yet (personal communication). Recently, it has been reported that secondary structure and accessibility prediction methods may have reached an accuracy level where they are not the major factor limiting the accuracy of fold recognition (de la Cruz and Thornton, 1999) suggesting that extracting local residue interaction information by the algorithms is very efficient. If so, additional improvements must come from long distance residue interaction information. Unfortunately, predicting the long distance residue interaction is more difficult; therefore, any new short distance residue interaction information could help us increase secondary structure prediction accuracy. In this context, we propose another simple method, as a by-product of the analysis reported here, which could increase the reliability of secondary structure prediction methods by using reverse sequences. The use of reverse sequence in bioinformatics is not new (Taylor, 1986) and has been studied for secondary structure prediction algorithms and for calculating statistical significance in place of randomised sequences.
If secondary structure prediction were entirely based on the independent residue propensity (i.e. the composition) for alpha helix, beta sheet and coil, it would be possible to be 100% accurate in prediction by knowing each amino acid's propensity only. For example, Valine would always code for a certain alpha helix. In this false scenario, predictions for the forward and backward sequences would always be identical. The conformational information for a residue R can be denoted as I , while R would have a certain structure (H , E or C). H is for helix; E is for beta sheet and C for non-helix and non-beta sheet (Robson and Pain, 1971) . In reality, secondary structures are the result of the dynamic context of short, middle and long distance interactions between residues. Therefore, it can be denoted with additional interaction terms such as:
where I is the total conformational information for each residue R, @I is each conformation information for residue R, J 1 is the sum conformational information for very short residue interactions such as peptide backbonebackbone interaction, J 2 is the sum of the conformational information for local residue interaction such as 1st and 4th residue hydrogen bond interaction and local hydrophobicity interaction, and J 3 is a long distance interaction information such as the one in side chain interactions which belong to different secondary structural segments. There is no theoretical limit for the number of J x (while J x = J 1, J 2, J 3 . . .). One can ask what the ratios of J 1, J 2 and J 3 are for each residue in a protein.
If protein folding is entirely a function of single residue propensity, all the three J terms will be 0. If protein secondary structure is critically affected by very long distance global interactions, then the I will be dominated by J 3 as well as the basic stereochemical property of @I (S = H : E : C; R). If there is only one type of amino acid in nature, @I (R) will be trivial. As 20 amino acids belong to distinct classes of structures with some unique side chains, inevitably, the @I (S = H : E : C; R) contains significant information itself. However, the performance of prediction algorithms based on pure propensity of amino acid is not much higher (less than 60% accuracy) than the random level (around 38%). If we denote any J as the sum of conformational information provided by neighbouring residues from R − m to R + m to R, it can be denoted as:
where J means the sum of conformational information for a secondary structure S to be H, E or C for R with statistical constraints of the span of residues from R − m to R + m. If there is no directional difference in the pair interaction between R − m and R and R + m and R, the interaction information between R − m with R will be identical to R + m with R. For example, Alanine (R − m) interacting with Leucine (R) and Leucine (R) interacting with Alanine (R + m) causing any pair interaction will result in identical secondary structure propensity for both of the residues. In reality, any pair interaction can be affected by the order of two interacting residues. This means;
If we denote the directional half of the conformational information as K , J (S = H : E : C; R − m|R|R + m) will be the sum of K 1 and K 2 where
Therefore, the sum of the conformational information I (S = H : E : C) can be represented as the sum of certain product of K 1 and K 2, and the individual propensity of each amino acid, @I . If we look at the special case in which all the interacting residue types are identical, such as R − m = Alanine, R = Alanine and R + m = Alanine, there is no additional conformational information from the sequence order (i.e. splitting J to K 1 and K 2 does not contribute any information). This means, an Alanine polymer will have an identical structure in a reversed sequence order, which is true. Another extreme case is where each contacting residue belongs to a different amino acid type. In this case, the reverse sequence is more likely to have a different structure. In this case, the type of residues (@I ) is relatively less significant than the order term (K ) of any pairing residues for secondary structures. In between these extremes there is a case where R − m and R + m residues are identical while R is different (an imperfect palindrome such as A..L..A). Most proteins are not homo-oligomer or regular palindromes. Therefore, the order of residues affects the final secondary structure propensity. Then, how restrictive is direction in the asymmetrical chain of a protein sequence? If there is any significant information in the direction, how could we utilise it for secondary structure prediction?
Here, we present assessment results and structural analysis showing that the direction term K is not absolutely critical for protein secondary structure and reverse protein sequences may be able to provide a level of confidence to local residue interaction information.
The two practical aims of this report are:
(1) to estimate, indirectly, the significance of the sequence order information in proteins for local residue interactions and, hence, the secondary structure propensity and prediction; and (2) to examine the possibility of increasing the accuracy of secondary structure prediction by combining the forward and backward sequences. It should be noted that the assessment for an increased accuracy in prediction is limited only to the regions where the secondary structure predictions were the same for forward (normal) and reverse directions.
Methods
There were two procedures involved in this study. One was assessing the prediction performance of the PREDATOR secondary structure prediction algorithm (Frishman and Argos, 1996 , version 2.1) for both forward and backward sequences. The other was to compare the secondary structures of PDB structure fragments for forward and backward sequences. This was to address the observable significance of sequence order for secondary structures measured by naturally occurring reverse peptide structures. The outline of the procedure in calibrating the performance of a secondary structure prediction algorithm using reverse sequence is:
(1) select a non-redundant test data set of proteins of known structures from PDB databank;
(2) assign secondary structures with an assignment algorithm as a criterion for the correctness of the prediction (STRIDE program Frishman and Argos, 1995) ;
(3) create a version of the data set with all the sequences reversed;
(4) select a commonly used propensity matrix derived prediction algorithm for single protein sequence input (PREDATOR);
(5) run the prediction algorithm over the PDB derived data and measure the accuracy of the prediction in comparison with the assignment made previously (a normal forward sequence prediction performance);
(6) run the prediction algorithm over the reversed PDB derived data and measure the accuracy of the prediction in comparison with the assignment made previously (a backward sequence prediction performance);
(7) combine the forward and backward sequence prediction results to produce a combined accuracy over the sequence segments where the same secondary structural predictions were made; (8) compare the accuracy of the predictions for forward sequences only, reverse sequences only, and forward and backward sequences combined.
The outline for analysing the conformational similarity between two structural fragments, from PDB structures, that are in opposite directions to each other is shown below.
(1) Different sizes of peptide sequences were searched for reverse counterparts in the same set of PDB in the above.
(2) Any peptide structure with reverse structure found was compared for the similarity of secondary structures. For example, if a pentapeptide of ACDEF is found in a PDB structure 1abc and the reverse counterpart FEDCA is also found in 1abc, their secondary structures are compared from their alignment. If both of the secondary structures from the alignment are all helical, regardless of the sequence order, they will be 100% similar in terms of secondary structures.
Preparing the test structural database
A database called PDB40C with 1288 sequences of full chain structures from SCOP (structural classification of proteins Murzin et al., 1995) that is based on PDB was used. It is non-redundant at the threshold of 40% mutual sequence identity (hence the 40 in the name) with the minimum sequence length of 20 amino acid residues. The PDB40C is generated from higher percentage subsets such as PDB90C by iteratively removing near-neighbour homologues measured by the BLAST sequence alignment algorithm (Altschul et al., 1990) . The SCOP version used was 1.37. For reverse peptide structure similarity, the HSSP database (Sander and Schneider, 1991) was used for 1152 PDB40C sequences. The difference of 136 (1288 − 1152) sequences is due to the fact that the HSSP version used (September 1999) did not have exactly matching entries of PDB40C.
The secondary structure assignment algorithm STRIDE was used to assign the secondary structures of the PDB40C database. It is a knowledge-based assignment algorithm using hydrogen bond energy and statistically derived backbone torsion angle information. The performance of STRIDE was found to be comparable with another commonly used algorithm, DSSP, by Kabsch and Sander (1983a) . A wrapper 'run stride on pdb files.pl' was used to break PDB40C into a single FASTA sequence file format and execute STRIDE over each of the FASTA sequence. 1288 output files of STRIDE were created. Out of 296 112 total amino acid residues from 1288 sequences, 33% were alpha helical (H ), and 22% were of beta sheets (E). The rest, 45%, were assigned to C (for coil which means non-alpha helix or non-beta sheets).
Creating reverse protein sequence database A Perl5 (http://www.perl.com/) program was used to reverse all the sequences in the test data. It automatically attaches ' rv' extension after the original sequence names. The resulting database, PDB40C RV, is identical to the original PDB40C except that all the sequences are in the reverse order.
The secondary structure prediction algorithm PREDATOR was used to predict the secondary structure for the single protein sequence input from the test structural database, PDB40C. The main reasons for choosing PREDATOR were (1) it was based on well-defined statistical propensity parameters (P1 − P7) with known structures and their homologues, and (2) it had the high speed with which to process the large test data compared to other common artificial neural network-based algorithms. The PREDATOR can utilise the database-derived statistics on residue type occurrences in different classes of beta-bridges. The alpha-helical structures are also recognised on the basis of amino acid occurrences in hydrogen-bonded pairs (i, i + 4). PREDATOR can recognise specific fragments in PDB structures as default setting. This was turned off for this test by using −u option. PREDATOR uses statistical data from 556 chains from PDB, which are less than 30% identical to each other. The reported accuracy of PREDATOR was 68% for single sequence inputs with a possible improvement by 5-7% with multiple sequence alignments of homologous sequences. PREDATOR has been shown to achieve as high as 75% accuracy with carefully selected local pairwise alignment of the sequences in producing the secondary structure propensity (Frishman and Argos, 1997) . Its entire original statistical propensity is derived from normal forward protein sequences, so there was no bias toward any reverse protein sequences. The final decision in predicting each secondary structure residue was made by rules of the residue's propensities for helix, beta sheet and coil.
Running PREDATOR
The Perl5 wrapper program 'run predator.pl' was used to produce each FASTA format sequence file for PDB40C sequences and its reverse order (PDB40C RV), and to execute PREDATOR. An option for long output format, −1, was used to get the PREDATOR reliability index (0-1). Another option passed to PREDATOR was −u.
Measuring the prediction accuracy for forward, backward and forward-backward combined methods
The commonly employed three-state prediction method was used to measure the accuracy of the predictions. These are alpha helix (H ), beta sheet (E) and the rest (C). The error criterion was based on the secondary structure assignment of STRIDE over PDB40C. There were several ways to assess the accuracy levels. One was to check the correspondence of the secondary structure assignment and prediction for each residue as a binary score (0, 1). Another was to use the reliability of the prediction for each residue to calculate the overall prediction rate. For example, if a prediction is correct with the confidence of 0.9 out of 1.0, the success rate is 90%. Yet another method tried was an artificial neural network (SNNS; Stuttgart Neural Network System, version 4.0: http://www.informatik.uni-stuttgart.de/ipvr/bv/projekte/ snns/snns.html) to get the optimal performance with the hit and error information accompanied by the reliability index for both the forward only and the forward-backward predictions. Regardless of the methods used, the general trend of the results did not change. Therefore, to avoid complication, we chose the easiest method, which just counted the hits and errors from the comparisons between the outputs of PREDATOR prediction and STRIDE assignment.
Forward sequence only assessment was calculated by comparing the assignment and the prediction for each residue. Backward sequence only assessment scores were calculated by reversing the predicted secondary structure strings back to the normal order and comparing 
There are regions predicted to be the same, which are included in the final prediction count. The final result is from the comparison between the assignment and the final prediction. The unpredictable are the residues predicted to be different with the reversed sequences by PREDATOR theassignment and the prediction for each residue. The assessment for the combined forward and backward sequence predictions was done after the alignment of the forward and backward prediction for each sequence to define commonly predicted secondary structure regions. In this case, there could be different ways of treating the regions where predicted structures do not match in the opposite directions. For example, if the forward sequence prediction of a residue was H while the backward sequence was E;
(1) we could assign an H or E according to the higher reliability indices of the prediction;
(2) we could set it to C; or (3) we could set it to be unpredictable.
As there was no systematic or biological rule in assigning the best secondary structure type for the residues with conflicting predictions, we set all the conflicts to the unpredictable category. Because a criticism could be made about the sample size for the accuracy assessment if only the common regions were taken into account, two sample sizes for the normal forward were considered. One was the actual size of the total region predicted by PREDATOR. This total residue sample size was the same as normal forward sequence prediction. The other was a reduced sample size to match the size of commonly predicted regions by the forward and backward combined method. It was found that 79% of the total sequence residues had commonly predicted secondary structures (in the forward and backward combined method). Therefore, the top 79% of the forward only prediction regions were selected for the comparison. The criterion for the top 79% for the filtering was the reliability index (0-1) from PREDATOR.
A schematic representation for a forward and backward sequence prediction assessment is shown in Table 1 . 
There are regions predicted to be the same, which are included in the final prediction count. The final result is from the comparison between the assignment and the final prediction. The unpredictables are the residues, which are below the top 79% of the predictions in terms of the reliability index in PREDATOR. In addition to the top 79% set, the top 20, 40 and 60% prediction sets based on PREDATORs reliability index were chosen to see if very high reliability groups diminish the effect of using the commonly predicted regions in both directions
The same example for forward only prediction assessment is shown in Table 2 .
Measuring the correspondence of secondary structures in reversed structural fragments
For the 1152 PDB40C structures, different sizes (2mer to 8mer) of peptide fragments were scanned, and the corresponding reverse fragments, which occurred in the same PDB structure, were examined to calculate the degree of symmetry in terms of secondary structures. The steps were:
(1) HSSP database entries for the 1152 structures were selected.
(2) Peptide fragments of sizes 2-8 residues were selected only if they had reverse direction fragments in the same structure.
(3) The identities of the secondary structures of each peptide size were calculated from the alignments of the forward and the reversed backward fragments.
(4) The identities for different peptide sizes were plotted.
Results and discussion
A simple example output of forward and backward prediction alignment comparison is shown at the top of the next page. The first line after the two comment lines (noted with #) is the actual sequence. The second line shows a STRIDE assignment (criterion structure). The third line is a prediction made with the normal sequence. The fourth line is a prediction using reverse sequence. The last line with # Generated by : compare_sec_str_predictions.pl # sequence used : 5croO 5croO_rv Sequence : MEQRITLKDYAMRFGQTKTAKDLGVYQSAINKAIHAGRKIFLTINADGSVYAEEVKPFPS Assignment : CCEBEE00000000000000000CCC0000000000CTT-----TTTTC---------CC Forward : ccc000000000000ccc0000000000000000000c-------ccccccccccccccc Backward : ccc000000000000ccccccccc0000000000000000----ccccc---cccccccc Common : ****************** ************* **** **** ******** Fraction of identity for Forward and Backward combined = 0.78333 Fig. 1 . The accuracy of secondary structure prediction by the three different methods. The x-axis represents 1288 sequences from PDB40C sorted by prediction accuracy. The y-axis shows the prediction accuracy on a scale of 0-1. The algorithm used was PREDATOR (version 2.1). The bottom dotted line shows the accuracy of secondary structure prediction for reversed protein sequences. The thick solid line represents the accuracy of normal forward protein sequences (as a control). The thin solid line associated with the thick line represents the accuracy of the prediction for the top 79% of the total residues providing a statistically equivalent sample size for the prediction by forward and backward combination method, shown as the thick dashed line at the top.
asterisks indicates the residues identically predicted by both forward and backward sequences (78.3% identity). It shows certain regions predicted correctly only by forward or backward sequence. Also some regions show identical predictions in both directions with mixed hits and errors.
The final prediction accuracy levels are shown altogether in Figure 1 . The results showed that the prediction accuracy rose for most of the sequences when the commonly predicted regions of the forward and backward sequences were considered. The thin line just above the solid line represents the top 79% of the residues of the forward sequence prediction method in terms of the reliability index generated by PREDATOR. It is insignificantly better than forward sequence only prediction. This indicated that, at least in PREDATOR, the bottom 21% of the predicted residues with very low reliability contributed little, possibly due to random hits and errors. In this regard, the forward and backward combined method could be considered as a filter for such low quality prediction residues. However, there still seemed to be a difference between the types of filtering information used by high reliability regions and the commonly predicted regions. Table 3 shows that the performances of commonly predicted regions, even though not much higher, did not diminish in the top 20, 40 and 60% subsets showing the preserved the trend. The relatively high common region prediction results tells us that the statistical propensity derived from the training data set (556 PDB structures) for PREDATOR is fairly order independent. We interpret this as, in the local residue interaction for protein folding, the order is not critically important for the majority of the segments and this trend is reflected in the propensity matrix. This does not mean that a protein with a reversed sequence will have 79% similarity in topology and function. Also, for alternating beta sheet residues, a repeat pattern could be more important than the sequence order. However, it could indicate the robustness of protein structures in secondary structure formation. Also, it should be noted that the percentage is an average and each protein family had its own tolerance toward the local residue order change.
One important question is where the information is coming from in causing the slight improvement when the two less accurate predictions of opposite direction are combined. This is unusual. As we do not understand exactly what reverse sequence and structure mean in the protein folding process, it is difficult to answer the question. However, we can speculate that, as in the jury method by Cuff et al., combining different prediction methods could produce a better result. In this sense, the reverse sequence prediction might be analogous to a different prediction algorithm. Another speculation can be based on that strongly predicted regions in the centre region of secondary structure fragments often show high accuracy while the edges are error prone. Therefore, the commonly predicted region in the two different directions may function as a filter for reducing the edge errors by throwing away the conflicting edge region predictions. Also, in real structures, the edges are often ambiguous to define and the three-state system cannot capture the subtle intermediate secondary structures. Therefore, if more than the three states are used, the reverse direction prediction might not contribute significantly.
Proline is a special amino acid (imino acid) as it breaks the symmetry of peptide chains. We examined if the predicted secondary structure of proline will differ significantly due to its asymmetrical structure. 89% of the forward and backward predictions showed the same secondary structure prediction resulting in 79% accuracy for proline residues. This is 10% higher than the average for all the 20 amino acid residues. This was because proline residues occurred mostly in coil regions and the conservation was strong. This can be a specific example, which showed that the composition and local context are more important than the direction of the residue and the local sequence order.
The Tables 2 and 3 of the paper on GOR method by Gibrat et al. (1987) showed that amino acid residues could be classified into four different types depending on their effects on the symmetry of the secondary structures. They were calculated with 25 proteins (∼4500 residues). The tables imply that at least 2/3 of the amino acid residues have symmetric propensity of occurrence in both directions that corresponds to our result. However, a close examination of the occurrences of the residues between j − 8 and j + 8 positions, most residues are not entirely symmetrical, especially the larger ones.
Only Gly, Ala, Val and Ser show striking symmetry for all the three secondary structure states. Not only that some residues have relatively distinct directional profiles. Proline is relatively asymmetric in the Gibrat's Table 2 , yet it showed a fair symmetry in the our forward and backward prediction calculation. Therefore, we suggest that the effect of residues on the symmetric distribution of the secondary structures is not as simple as the sum of each residue's structural symmetry and its averaged propensity of occurrence.
Average accuracy for the whole data set consisting of 1288 PDB whole chain sequences with the different prediction approaches is given in Figure 2 . It is worth noting that the accuracy of the reverse sequence only prediction is only 2% less than the forward only prediction (64%). PREDATOR has a claimed accuracy of 69% with single sequences and the result shown here is less than that by 5%. This could be explained by the number of sequences, 556, used for the construction of the statistical propensity for PREDATOR, which is fewer than 1288 test sequences used here due to the recent increase in determined structures. It is questionable whether the 4% increase is statistically significant. However, in Figure 1 , nearly all the sequences with the combination of the forward and backward predictions have higher accuracy, so the increase was not coming from a random deviation of accuracy. PDB40C contains all the different protein structural classes and folds. Therefore, regardless of the types of topology of protein structures, when the commonly predicted regions are taken, higher prediction accuracy could be achieved than the forward sequence only prediction.
Among the 69% accuracy for the forward and backward combined method, around 8% are for beta sheet (E), 22% for alpha helix (H ) and 38% for the coil (C). The low beta sheet fraction is probably due to (1) the low beta sheet content in proteins in PDB (22%) and (2) the higher impact of sequence order or pattern for regular hydrogen bonding formation between beta strands.
The results so far indicate that there is the possibility of extracting additional information by using a protein sequence in two different directions for secondary structure prediction. As protein chains have distinctive N and C terminals, it is notable that a reverse sequence could still produce a comparable accuracy with the method trained using normal forward sequence statistics. This means that close local interaction in secondary structure formation may not be entirely restricted to the order of residues. This assessment is based on PREDATOR predictions only. Therefore, it is possible that the result is confined to the specific method used. However, PREDATOR uses a statistical propensity calculated from the alignments of fragments of secondary structures assigned, so any prediction algorithm which relies on some statistical learning or training would be likely to have the same effect from the reverse sequences, even though this needs to be confirmed by further assessment on different types of algorithms such as a neural network. It is necessary to make a distinction between the predicted importance of sequence order with the statistical propensity matrix used by PREDATOR and the actual observation of the significance of sequence order information in known protein structures. Figure 1 showed that PREDATOR prediction was not critically affected by the sequence order (79% secondary structure overlap in the two-direction alignment). Figure 3 showed that for symmetrical pentamer fragments, which were found in all the 1152 PDB40C entries, 73% secondary structure overlap (45 414/61 840 residues) was observed. This means that the secondary structure of a normal pentapeptide fragment is conserved in the opposite direction by 73% on average in a real structure. Therefore, we suggest that the two comparable values can be attributed to the same qualitative explanation of the robustness of the local secondary structure formation of proteins with a given composition.
Conclusion
79% of the total sequence regions from 1288 PDB structures showed common prediction in forward and backward directions indicating a significant conservation of secondary structure propensity in the reverse direction Fig. 3 . The x-axis shows the peptide size of the structural fragments from PDB40C database, which have corresponding reverse fragments within the same PDB entries. The y-axis shows the ratio of identical secondary structures assigned by DSSP secondary structure assignment algorithm from the 3D atomic coordinates, which were stored in HSSP database. Peptide sizes of 9 and 10 had very small number of fragments, which had corresponding reverse counterparts (found only in 6 and 3 PDB entries), so they were not considered. For pentamers, all the PDB40C entries had fragments of both directions.
even though the chemical structures of amino acids do have a direction (N and C termini). The secondary structure prediction accuracy of reversed protein sequences was found to be lower than the one of normal sequence by 2%, but highly comparable. When only the commonly predicted regions (79%) were taken, on average, a 4% increase in accuracy was achieved by the PREDATOR method. Hence, the agreement of forward and backward combined prediction is a better index of reliability for prediction than the PREDATORs native confidence index. The result may indicate a possibility of a general increase in the reliability, albeit small, for other secondary structure prediction algorithms by incorporating reverse sequence information. The structural fragments of sizes from 2 to 8 from the same PDB40C showed that the secondary structures, which had the reverse sequence order, had a comparable (73% for pentapeptides) conservation value. J.P. thanks Rob Mitra and Jason Johnson for important criticisms, B. Rost for helpful communications, D. Frishman for the details of PREDATOR, Alex Bateman, T. Hubbard, and Astrid Reinhardt for earlier discussions, G. Church for generous support, Maryana Huston for encouragement and corrections, and many scientists who have shown care, honesty and objectivity for science. We thank the excellent reviewers who made this report worth publication by giving us sharp criticisms and great suggestions.
